APPENDIX N – McMaster Engineering Society Projector Policy

I ____________________ take full responsibility for the safekeeping and proper operation of the McMaster Engineering Society (MES) Projector and all the accessories included with it. Proper operation includes abiding by the MES wireless presenter usage guidelines listed below.

The contents of the MES wireless presenter bag are as follows:
1 Acer DLP H5360 Projector
1 Projector Power Cable
1 VGA Computer Cable
1 Video Component Cable
1 Projector Remote

MES Wireless Presenter Usage Guidelines

• The borrower should at no time be under the influence of alcohol, illegal substances or pharmaceutical products that may influence motor control or mental acuity while using the wireless presenter.
• The borrower accepts financial liability for the projector and all of its various accessories and agrees to leave a $150.00 deposit with the MES

I agree to abide by the policy and guidelines of the MES wireless presenter as presented above.

Signature ____________________  Witness ____________________  Date ____________________
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